Grades 6-12

September 6

NATURE: NATURAL BORN REBELS – SURVIVAL (PT. 2/3)
- Natural Selection, Adaptation, and Evolution Collection
- Bird Brain | Social Animals Share Survival Smarts
- Cool Ways Animals Adapt For the Winter | Spot on Science
- Surviving Winter (Interactive lesson)

NOVA: NATURE’S FEAR FACTOR
- Investigating the Role of Predators in the Ecosystem | Nature’s Fear Factor
- A New Predator Comes to Town | Nature’s Fear Factor

ANIMAL BABIES: FIRST YEAR OF LIFE
- NEW FRONTIERS
  - Information Processing: A Chimpanzee Identifies Threats
    - My Grabber!

September 7

WEDU ARTS PLUS Episode 906 (Full episode)
Watch Preview
Embracing Our Differences is a public art installation in downtown Sarasota's Bayfront Park that focuses on education among students in Manatee and Sarasota Counties while getting attention from around the world. Principle dancer Cervilio Amador shares his journey with ballet, from Cuba to Cincinnati, Ohio. Oil painter Pamela Ruschman finds inspiration in the animals and landscapes that surround her. We explore the art found in wood.

- Transformative Teachers: Overview
- Young Peace Leaders: Cultivating Empathy
Censorship Still Apparent as Cuba Forges Place in the Art World

Painting: Helen La France

Wood Sculpture: LaVon Williams

WEDU QUEST Episode 104  (Full episode)

Watch Preview
Visit a place near Brooksville, FL where fish and produce grow in harmony, see how 3-D printing is helping artists and businesses, tour the Museum of Math in New York, and learn how to prepare your child for college.

Farming the Aquaponics Way

Will 3D Printing Change the World? | Off Book

Inventing “Assistive Devices” That Give People Their Independence | PBS NewsHour

Who Shares Your Birthday? | It’s Okay to Be Smart

BREAKTHROUGH: THE IDEAS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD

THE ROCKET (PT. 5/6)

Early Rocket Ventures | Moon Memories

NOVA: How Do You Get to the Moon?

Launch It

LATINO AMERICANS

Series Educational Resources

Latino Americans Collection

PREJUDICE AND PRIDE (PT. 5/6)

Organizing the Farm Worker Movement

¿Por Qué Organizarnos?: Lección | Dolores

Cesar Chavez | Labor Leader and Civil Rights Activist

Latino Americans Share Their Experiences (Interactive lesson)

September 8

THE FUTURE OF AMERICA'S PAST

THE REVOLUTIONS

Liberty: The American Revolution

Harry Washington | The African Americans

Joseph Brant and Native Americans: Chronicle of the Revolution

For Crown or Colony? | Mission US (Interactive game)
– RED CHICAGO
  o Causes of the Great Migration
  o Primary Source Set: The Great Migration
    ▪ Teaching Guide: Exploring The Great Migration
  o The Murder of Emmet Till- The Great Migration: From Mississippi to Chicago

NATIONAL PARKS: AMERICA’S BEST IDEA
  – Ken Burns in the Classroom: National Parks – America’s Best Idea
  – GREAT NATURE (1933-1945)
    o The Civilian Conservation Corps: American Experience
      ▪ The Civilian Conservation Corps - Teacher's Guide

September 9

WEDU ARTS PLUS Episode 201 (Full episode)
Watch Preview
Explore costumes of an unconventional kind, we witness the revival of a landmark dance institution, we learn about the history of cubism, and an ancient Russian craft that’s fit for royalty.
  – ANNIE ON BROADWAY: What Does a Costume Designer Do?
  – Identifying Cultural and Ethnic Values - Dance Theatre of Harlem
  – Woman in the Studio, 1956
  – Treasures of the World: Faberge Eggs
  – Treasures of the World | Lesson Plan: Faberge

WEDU QUEST Episode 404 (Full episode)
Watch Preview
The Florida Innovation and Education Lab in Tampa trains surgeons from all over the world. See how physics plays an integral role in baseball. Scientists in New Zealand provide illuminating insight into the mysterious glowworm. Learn what researchers at Caltech are doing to expand the use of robots and drones through artificial intelligence.
  – Biomedical Engineer | Great Job!
  – The Physics of Baseball
  – These Carnivorous Worms Catch Bugs by Mimicking the Night Sky | Deep Look
  – What Is Artificial Intelligence? #1 | Crash Course: Artificial Intelligence

SPIRITUAL AUDACITY: THE ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL STORY
  – The Jewish Americans | Political Activism
LATINO AMERICANS

- Series Educational Resources
- Latino Americans Collection
- PERIL AND PROMISE (PT. 6/6)
  - Latinos at the Ballot Box
  - How Does the U.S. Asylum Process Work? | Above the Noise
  - Stereotypes vs. Statistics (Grades 9-12)
  - Why So Many Central Americans Are Seeking Asylum in the U.S.

September 10

CUBA: THE FORGOTTEN REVOLUTION

- Unfinished Spaces
- The Legacy of Cuba’s Fidel Castro | PBS NewsHour

RE-EVOLUTION: SALUD

- Country Report: Cuba
- What Can We Learn from Cuba’s Organic Farms?
- Nature | Cuba: The Accidental Eden - Coral Reefs
- Striking a Balance Between New and Old in Havana
- PBS NewsHour: Daily News Lesson: Cuban protests find youth allies in Miami

A HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY (PT. 6/6)

- Christianity | Religion & Ethics Newsweekly
- Easter East and West | Religion & Ethics Newsweekly